
A film made with the exiles with  a citizen’s approach 
to fight against prejudices.

An educational and mainstream documentary 
to understand the politics of deterrence.

a film of arthur levivier - 85 minutes

https://filmregardeailleurs.com


CCTV and concealed cameras to film the invisible.

Showing the gap between official statements 
and what really is going on.

Covering a sensitive topic with strength 
and humor without miserabilism.



Europe, rule of law and welcoming land ? Look Away reports on what 
is happening in many cities across Europe by taking the example 
of Calais. From the demolition of the “jungle” back in October 2016 
to the situation one year later, Arthur shared the everyday life 
with men and women originally from Sudan, Afghanistan, Ethiopia, 
Eritrea and Calais citizens. Highlighting the difference between 
real life and official statements, this documentary shows the 
strategy put in place so the exiles would not want to stay there. 
With unconventional filming methods and the civic eye, the director 
managed to get footage of the State harassment, the media stage 
management, but also the mental strength and the sense of humor 
of the exiles.

Over 90 000 views on Vimeo

Partnership of diffusion 

At the first National Convention on Reception and Migration 
in Grande-Synthe.

In high schools in Calais and Toulouse.

In bars, alternative places, community centres, at the ZAD of 
Notre-Dame-Des-Landes, at the Hybride cinema in Lille for the 
launch of Migraction, etc.

Full documentary, trailer, presentation folder and photos to 
download on

“ To be shown urgently 
to Gerard Collomb, 

misinformed minister …”

“ «Look Away » invites 
the viewers to disobey 
the injunction to look 

elsewhere, and simply go 
and meet the people and 
make their own opinion. ”

“ Intelligent, moving AND 
of immense dignity ”

“ A film committed to 
migrants ” 

“ The Jungle of migrants at 
the very heart of a debate 

screening ”

“ A wonderful full feature 
film about the lives of 

exiles in Calais ”

https://blogs.mediapart.fr/gabas/blog/250118/regarde-ailleurs
http://www.lavoixdunord.fr/302449/article/2018-01-22/regarde-ailleurs-film-engage-sur-les-migrants-visite-sur-lemediatvfr
http://www.lavoixdunord.fr/262203/article/2017-11-12/la-jungle-des-migrants-au-coeur-d-une-projection-debat
https://www.migrants-info.eu/arthur-levivier-regarde-ailleurs/
https://yetiblog.org/regarde-ailleurs-un-film-sur-exiles-calais/
mailto:arthuractivideo@gmail.com
https://filmregardeailleurs.com/page-daccueil/ 
https://filmregardeailleurs.com
https://filmregardeailleurs.com
https://www.humanite.fr/documentaire-calais-hors-cadre-654488
https://filmregardeailleurs.com/organiser-une-proj-debat/soutenir-le-film-financierement/
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